CATCH YOU ON THE REBOUND  Brendan Emmett Quigley (www.brendanemmettquigley.com)

ACROSS
1. Carrie ____ Inaba  (“Dancing With The Stars” judge)
4. Does nothing
9. Sierra maker
12. Late night comic Samantha
13. Grammy-winner Raitt
14. "She dances on the sand," per a Duran Duran hit
15. Letter run
16. Inedible
17. The whole shooting match
18. Place where it's impossible to stop
21. Directing piece
23. Consume
24. Airplane ticket info
25. Untouched
28. Actress Seehorn of "Better Call Saul"
32. Unlikely to get out of bed
33. Worry big-time
34. Makes watertight
35. "Agnus ___"
36. Google Home rival
38. Londoner's "laters"
39. "____ The Wu-Tang (36 Chambers)"
41. Baby's cries
42. No-win situation
43. River nobody remembers visiting
44. City in Nevada
45. Isn't wrong
46. Office doc choice
48. "__ Gold"
49. #1 hit by girl group The Angels
50. Department of Transportation head Chao
51. Black figures
52. Make beer
53. K-12 group
54. Barely pass
55. Scene of mayhem
59. "My round, who needs another?" response (always)

DOWN
1. Crunch targets
2. With 3-Down, hot-button issue for the FCC
3. See 2-Down
4. Electronic musician's staple
5. Wise about
6. Vehemently against
7. Ralph who voices Alfred in "The Lego Batman Movie"
8. Nissan sedan
9. Bit of political corruption
10. "A Gallery of Children" author
11. Pantone selection
12. "Legend of Zelda: A Link To The Past" platform
19. Incredibly popular
20. Rather strange
21. Spots for the hits, on old 45s
22. Show some mercy
25. Loaded gun
26. Other name for the lumpfish, which sounds like it should fly
27. Violin legend Perlman
29. Mississippi home to the African American Military History Museum
30. Department of Transportation head Chao
37. Cuatro y cuatro
40. Event for new products
44. Blot out
45. Alan of "Bridge of Spies"
47. 2016 Literature Nobelist
48. "Stop hurting me!"
49. Four awards for LeBron
50. Bigfoot's cousin
51. Noggin
52. Dortmund's river
53. More than pissed
54. "Things Fall Apart" author Chinua